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NO RECOGNITION WITHOUT A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT
The Palestinians Are Not Ready for Statehood!

IN THE OPINION OF SOMEONE WHO HAS BEEN WATCHING THIS CONFLICT FOR A LONG TIME

The opinion stated in this article can be corroborated with referenced material from genuine sources at https://fortheprotectionofzion.com/
the-palestinians-are-not-ready-for-statehood/

Recognition of Palestinian statehood at this time would be a major blunder and would play into the hands of terrorist leaders in Hamas
and corrupt leaders in the Palestinian Authority. In the opinion of this writer, they are not ready for statehood and some of the reasons are
stated below:

• When rockets are fired indiscriminately into Israeli population centres, often without any military provocation from Israel, then one must
wonder what will happen if the Palestinian leadership in Gaza are granted official recognition from the nations of the world. Hamas is
still recognised as a terrorist organisation by many including the United States, United Kingdom, and the European Union. In the latest
round during a five-day period in May, over 1400 projectiles were sent toward the Jewish State. Since the beginning of 2021 over 7,000
rockets have been fired toward Israel. Thousands more have been fired since Hamas took control of the Gaza Strip in 2007.

• The Palestinian militants often fire the rockets from their own population centres and in doing so put their own people at risk.
This and the previous point have been called war crimes.

• The Hamas charter of 1988 has called for the destruction of Israel, and although they have indicated a softening of this stance
their actions speak contrary. Palestinian leaders both in Gaza and the West Bank call for the future liberation of all Palestine,
which would mean the elimination of the State of Israel. Often, we hear in the chants of those supporting Palestinian statehood,
“from the river to the Sea Palestine will be free”.

• The Palestinian Authority refuses to continue negotiations with Israel, although this was a precondition to statehood as outlined
in the Oslo Accords of 1993.

• Palestinian leaders refuse to acknowledge Israel as the Jewish State. One of the primary reasons for the establishment of the
State of Israel after the Holocaust was to offer a place of refuge for Jews facing persecution anywhere in the world.

• Palestinian schoolbooks funded by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency incite antisemitism in their education system.
This should not be tolerated. Nor should statements to incite bloodshed be made like those that PA President Mahmoud Abbas
made in 2015, “we welcome every drop of blood spilled in Jerusalem…”

• Palestinian leaders refuse to renounce terrorism. This should be a prerequisite to any form of recognition.
• The Palestinian Authority rewards terrorists with “pay for slay” where those murdering innocent Israelis are given rich financial

rewards which also become incentives to carry out such attacks.
• Erroneous and false claims against the people and land of Israel are often made, denying the historical connection of the

Jewish people to the land.

New Zealand acknowledgement of such statehood under these circumstances would be an affirmation of all the above and would make us
culpable for what follows. Recognition under these circumstances plays into the hands of the terrorist leaders who will be emboldened by our
support. It is the opinion of this writer that such recognition will not bring about a peaceful resolution but will perpetuate the conflict.
This article mainly deals with security concerns as to why there should be changes before recognition is given, yet much more could also be
said about changes and advances that would need to take place administratively, economically, and politically.

This writer believes that the Palestinians should be persuaded to go back to the negotiating table to make peace with the Israelis who
are waiting, rather than be rewarded with recognition for their terrorism and intransigence. It is apparent to some that the Palestinians are
deliberately bypassing direct talks with the Israelis, something they had agreed to do. It seems they are trying to find a way around their
commitment by involving nations who do not appear to appreciate what is at stake.

New Zealand should refuse recognition of Palestinian statehood until the following conditions are met:

• The Palestinians should negotiate with their “peace-partner” Israel and come to an agreed settlement.
• They should renounce terrorism against the Jewish State.
• They should acknowledge legitimate Jewish claims to the same land and negotiate – that is why there is a dispute which needs to

be solved through dialogue.
• They should cease their apparent delegitimization of Israel and not make erroneous and false claims such as “Israel is an apartheid state”,

when in fact Israel is the only liberal democracy in the region.
• They should hold democratic elections both within the Palestinian Authority and Gaza Strip before any recognition is given. There

have been no democratic elections in the Palestinian Authority for many years, something which is strictly in their power to perform.

At least three times in modern history the Palestinians have been offered statehood with generous concessions of land with the blessing of the
Israelis – 1947, 2000, 2008 – but each time they have turned down the opportunity, and this has perpetuated the conflict.

The message should be conveyed to the Palestinians that they must work it out with the Israelis first.

It would be hypocritical of New Zealand to try and impose on Israel a pre-determined resolution by officially recognizing Palestine, while
New Zealand has enough of its own unresolved internal issues to deal with.

Pastor Nigel Woodley Ph.D.
FOR THE PROTECTION OF ZION TRUST
www.fortheprotectionofzion.com

Article writer:As well as being Chief Advocate for The Protection of Zion Trust, Nigel Woodley is the
Senior Pastor of the Flaxmere Christian Fellowship Church in Hastings.

Article Sponsor: FOR THE PROTECTION OF ZION TRUST was established to administer public advocacy
for the right of Israel and the Jewish people to live on their historical and indigenous land. The Trust is
grateful for the generous support of its donors, which allows it to publish articles such as this.

ISRAEL’S SIZE WITH NEW ZEALANDARAB NATIONS IN NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Left Map - ARAB LANDS IN GREEN
The Palestinians are a part of the larger
Arab peoples of the Middle East and
North Africa. The 22 Arab nations occupy
a land area of 13,486,861 km². Israel’s
land area is just 21,671 km² - less than
0.2 of 1 percent of land occupied by the
Arab nations.

Right Map – ISRAEL’S 1967 LINES
The Palestinians demand that Israel
retreat to the lines it possessed prior to
the Six Day War in 1967 when it was
forced to fight for its survival. These
lines were vulnerable and indefensible,
a weakness of which Israel’s enemies
took advantage. It would leave Israel
with an area one thirteenth the size of
New Zealand in which nearly ten million
people live.
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